Retirement Checkup:
Small Business. Big Dreams.
The Guardian Small Business Owners Retirement Readiness Study.

A SUMMARY OF
IMPORTANT TRENDS

Survey
Methodology
Guardian enlisted the assistance of the Harris Poll
Panel to conduct a quantitative, 20-minute online survey
with small business owners (SBO). More than 1,400
interviews were conducted between May 28, 2014 and
June 16, 2014. To qualify, respondents had to meet the
following criteria:
• Age 25–74
• Owner or part-owner of a business
• Business revenues of $500K or more
• Have 2–99 employees
• Minimum household income of $75K
Data was weighted by SBO revenue and number of
employees, and statistical testing was conducted at the
95% confidence level.

What?

is driving small business
owners’ BEHAVIORS and
ATTITUDES towards retirement?

What?

is their overall retirement
PREPAREDNESS?

Are?

there evident GENDER DIFFERENCES
in small business owners’ attitudes
towards retirement readiness?

In This Report!

we will reveal the answers and findings
from The Small Business Owners
Retirement Readiness Study.
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The State of Small
Business Ownership:
Confidence and Control
Small Business
Owners saw…
employment
jump by

30%

annual revenue
increase by

32%

and investable
assets rise by

35%

2011
2013

2012
2014
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year over year
compared with

2011

Today’s small business owners feel confident about the
present and future, and report positive growth, especially
when compared with figures from 2011 and when working
with an advisor. Roughly half of the respondents expect
their business to grow over the next few years.
Having control over their wealth and their business is crucial to small
business owners. Most of the SBOs polled started their businesses
themselves and have been operating for about 15 years. For the most
part, they are risk-tolerant and feel that having their own business is
the best way to create the wealth they desire.

SBOs also overwhelmingly enjoy being their own boss.
An impressive nearly four in 10 SBOs “would never work
for someone else.” SBOs who start their own business as
a second career are coming more from the private sector
than from the public sector, mainly because they “did
not want to work for someone else” and “wanted to live
life on their own schedule.”
Compared with 2011, more SBOs are starting businesses by themselves
rather than with a partner. However, despite fewer partnerships, nearly
two-fifths of SBOs believe that running their own business gives them
more time to spend with their family. Truly, it seems as if small businesses
are becoming more of a lifelong passion for many SBOs, and that passion
is paying off.

Having control
over their wealth
and their business
is crucial to small
business owners.
SBOs report having more full-time employees and increased annual
company revenue. In fact, the SBOs in the survey saw employment jump
by 30%, annual revenue increase by 32%, and investable assets rise by
35%, year over year, compared with 2013. And while the majority of SBOs
plan to maintain business as usual in the coming months, a full one-third
plan to expand their small business in the next 12–24 months.

Interestingly, those who plan to expand their business
are significantly more likely to believe that “their business
is their lifelong passion” and that “I never want to totally
retire from it.”
Despite this confidence, however, the SBOs who do plan to expand have
some doubts and concerns compared with those who aren’t planning
expansion. For example, small business owners planning for growth are
less likely to say they are financially secure and more likely to concede
that they “worry their household is not saving enough money for their
future needs.”

In addition, SBOs who have plans to expand their
business have significantly fewer investable assets,
on average, than those who do not plan to expand,
which makes sense, given that they are investing more
at this time in their business.
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Family Matters
Small business owners in 2014 place a greater emphasis
on building a legacy than they did in 2011. However, there
is a group of SBOs that does not have a comprehensive
financial plan for retirement, largely because they do not
see the value in it. In fact, some plan to sell their business
to create assets for retirement, so they do not see the
point in producing a succession plan.
Family still matters, as evidenced by a shift in the key motivators behind
retirement planning. More SBOs report that their spouse/partner is
planning for their own retirement or is retired, which in turn causes
more family members to broach the subject.

Planning for the Future
In addition to
confidence around
current and future
business, SBOs
generally feel more
positive about
being retirement
ready, and an
increasing number
report they feel
they can afford
to retire.
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Significantly more SBOs feel they can retire earlier and
are counting on the sale of their business to be financially
prepared for retirement. In general, a higher percentage
of SBOs now report that having their own business is the
best way for them to create the wealth they want.
For those who aren’t planning to sell their business, succession planning
is key. Nearly two-thirds of SBOs either have a succession plan or are
working on one. Interestingly, of those SBOs who expect to develop a
succession plan, many are in no hurry to do so.

Small business owners do admit, however, that there
is always the possibility that an SBO could wake up
tomorrow and be unable to work for one reason or
another. Most SBOs expect that someone else would
just take over and run the business as usual if that
were to happen.
Even though they are planning for succession, however slowly, many
small business owners today lack a formal retirement plan.

Those who have retirement

plans and

succession plans in place share many
characteristics and attitudes:

They seem to
have more of
a sense of
urgency about
planning the future
of their business
and their life

They are financially
more successful
than those who do
not have plans

They are more
likely to have a
larger business

They are more
likely to have
higher revenues

They feel they
are able to
retire earlier
than expected

They expect their
business to grow,
and feel more
financially secure
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Planning
for the Future – continued
On average, SBOs
plan to retire at
age 65 and live
about 22.5 years
in retirement.

But in fact, just over half (52%) of SBOs report they are
“Very/Fairly Well” prepared for retirement. A comfortable
majority of SBOs are not planning to retire at all, and will
do at least some work for pay during their golden years.
Of those who do not plan to retire, more than half say
they will find it difficult to completely retire and over
one-third say they don’t really want to retire.
Two-thirds of small business owners believe that adherence to a
well-defined financial plan has positively impacted their ability to save
for retirement, and most do have such a plan. Many use an advisor or
other financial professional to help them with their company and personal
retirement planning needs.

Small business
owners believe
that adherence to
a well-defined
financial plan
has positively
impacted their
ability to save for
retirement, and
most do have
such a plan.
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However, a number of SBOs are either open to or
in need of more advice about their retirement planning.
When asked what they need to help them prepare
for retirement, the most common response was
“financial planning/investment advice,” including
information on next steps to take, what their options are,
understanding how much they’ll need for retirement,
help in establishing a plan, understanding tax
implications, and acquiring advice on growing
their savings.

In preparation for retirement, most small business
owners have either set aside money or invested in real
estate. In addition to these resources, most also expect to
rely on Social Security for part of their retirement income.
In all, SBOs expect to rely on six

primary

sources for retirement success:

77%

Setting aside
money into
savings or
investments

54%

48%

47%

45%

39%

Investment in
real estate

Speaking
with financial
advisor

Reading books
or articles
about
retirement

Setting aside
money into
company
retirement plan

Setting aside
money in whole/
permanent life
insurance plan

Continuing to work, in some capacity, will be a part of life
for the majority of small business owners. More than onethird of the SBOs polled plan to alternate between working
and retirement in their golden years. Another 13% plan to
work part time during retirement, while 12% plan to do a
combination of volunteer and paid work. Only 11% stated
they “would never work for pay again.”
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Role of SBO
Financial Advisor
Small business owners who are more successful and
more confident in their level of retirement readiness
are more likely to use a financial advisor. Compared
with 2011, more small business owners are consulting
financial advisors to help with their retirement and
succession planning.
Also, SBOs have a much higher satisfaction with their financial advisors
and are more likely to keep the same advisor when they retire. More
SBOs would recommend their primary retirement planning advisor to
another business owner.
Small business owners who have used a financial advisor for planning
have advantages over those who have not. SBOs who did not use an
advisor for their plans are significantly more likely to feel they “will find
it difficult to retire from their business,”  while those who do use an
advisor feel significantly more prepared for retirement. Those who
use a financial advisor also feel that they can completely retire
from their business.

SBOs seem to
feel it’s important
to connect with
their advisors on
a personal level.
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Those SBOs who use a financial advisor are not only more eager to
retire, but report they can retire earlier than those who do not. Overall,
SBOs who use a financial advisor are also more conscientious
about their physical health and having enough money to pay
their bills.

In general, small business owners interact with their advisors at least
once a year, and two-thirds have the same advisor for both their business
and personal retirement planning needs. It is also clearly important for
a financial advisor to build a personal relationship with a small business
owner before gaining their trust, which is the number-one characteristic
SBOs look for in an advisor.

Personal relationships play a key role in developing a
successful advisor/client relationship. Almost four out of
10 SBOs met their financial advisor through a mutual
acquaintance. About one-third of SBOs periodically have
non-business-related conversations with their financial
advisors. SBOs use their financial advisors for both
personal and business advice.

Almost four out of
10 SBOs met their
financial advisor
through a mutual
acquaintance.

Other than relying on their own knowledge, the primary sources of
retirement planning advice for SBOs are “Financial advisors” and
“Accountants/CPAs.” Among SBOs who have multiple advisors, an
average of two advisors are used in order to “gather different points
of view” and “get specialized expertise from different sources.”
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One Size Does
Not Fit Small
How companies approach their business in terms of future growth,
succession plans and retirement plans varies by more than just size.
Gender, small business life cycle, age of the small business owner,
investable assets, and plans for growth all play a role.

While 56%
of the men
polled feel they
are financially
prepared for
retirement

Gender Differences in SBO Retirement Readiness
Gender differences are evident in small business
owners’ attitudes on everything from their risk tolerance,
to planning for retirement, and to the characteristics they
value in a retirement advisor. For example, female small
business owners are more likely to acknowledge that
they are not as confident and financially prepared for
retirement as their male counterparts.
Only 14% of women who are small business owners felt they are “very
well prepared” for retirement, almost equal to the 12% who stated they
are “not really prepared at all.”

Only 45%
of female
small business
owners feel
similarly.
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While a sound financial footing is important to both genders, women in
particular seem to place a higher level of importance on issues tied to
their financial stability. Women are significantly more likely to see a need
to improve their situation with respect to having enough money to retire.
Women are also more likely than men to say they have trouble finding the
time to plan for their financial future. But when they can make the time,
women are more receptive to financial and retirement planning advice
than men. Also, when asked if they need more help with financial advice
for their needs as an individual or as a business owner, they are also
more likely than men to say “both.”

It does appear that women are definitely looking for

different things in a financial advisor relationship.
While men and women have the same top
five desired financial advisor characteristics:

Trustworthy

Knowledgeable

Experienced

Listens to me
and my needs

Has integrity

Women are more likely to be looking for an
advisor that “Takes the time to educate me”
and one that “Meets with employees to
educate them.”
Female small business owners are also more likely than males to want an
advisor who pushes them toward their goals, with 33% of women looking
for that extra momentum versus 23% of all of those polled. Male small
business owners are more likely to want an advisor who is creative and
who takes calculated risks. In fact, 28% of the men polled were looking for
financial risk, compared with only 21% of the women.
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One Size Does
Not Fit Small – continued
Larger Small Businesses Plan More
The higher the amount of investable assets, the more likely an SBO is to
work with advisors in developing their personal comprehensive financial
plans for retirement. These SBOs are significantly more likely to use
multiple advisors when planning for retirement because “they don’t
trust one person with all their assets.”

SBOs with $2.5M or more of investable assets
are more

likely to have a comprehensive
written financial plan that includes:

Investments for
retirement income

Investment
strategies

Retirement
income goals

A strategy for not
outliving the money they
plan to have for retirement

Those with more investable assets are significantly more likely to be
positively impacted by “adherence to a well-defined financial plan” and
“financial market conditions” as they pertain to their ability to save for
retirement. In addition, they are significantly more likely to “speak to
a financial advisor” and “have made plans with income from a trust”
as part of their financial preparation for retirement.
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Accounting for Age
Those in the youngest age group (25-34) are more likely than others to
have not expected to own a business. In addition, a significantly higher
proportion of those respondents also state that a period of unemployment
impacted their ability to save for retirement.

Young small business owners in family-owned businesses
are also more likely to state that keeping their business in
the family is very important to them. They are more likely
to plan for expansion of their small business than the
older age groups.
Younger SBOs demonstrate more concern for employee retirement
planning as well. They are more likely than older respondents to consider
an advisor important if they “provide big company solutions with a small
company touch” and if they “meet with employees to educate them.”

Conclusions
While small business owners are largely confident
about their business endeavors, the future remains a
bit more elusive. Succession planning and retirement
planning weigh on all small business owners, who are
largely taking steps to meet these impending needs.
We look forward to seeing how SBOs continue to meet
their current and future retirement readiness challenges
in future reports.

Younger SBOs
demonstrate
more concern
for employee
retirement
planning.

In 2011, Guardian conducted research on Small Business Owners (SBOs) in
order to understand their retirement needs and aspirations. With the hopes
of uncovering additional information about SBOs’ behavior, attitudes, and
knowledge about retirement savings and retirement strategies, Guardian
repeated this research in 2014. We hoped to develop an understanding of
what drives SBOs’ business goals (for example, desire for entrepreneurship,
second career, succession planning, etc.) and measure the overall retirement
preparedness of SBOs and their employees. We also hoped to uncover any
gender- or age-based differences in SBO attitudes and retirement preparedness.
This material is intended to potentially assist you in planning for your future.
This material is not intended to provide legal, tax, or investment advice.
Please note that individual situations can vary, and you should consult your
tax, investment or legal advisor for guidance and information specific to your
situation. The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America (Guardian),
7 Hanover Square, New York, NY 10004-4025, is not responsible for the
consequences of any decisions or actions taken in reliance upon or as result
of the information provided by this material.
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